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The Cambridge Law Review (CLR)is inviting applications for positions on the Managing Board

of Volume V of the CLR. Volume V will run during the academic year 2019-2020.

About the CLR

The CLRis an independentlegal publication run by students of the University of Cambridge which aims to

provide a forum for the discussion of contemporary and cutting-edge legal issues. The journal welcomes

contemporary submissions onissuesrelating to all commonlawjurisdictions, or those with a former connection

to the English commonlaw; European law; international law; comparative pieces; as well as interdisciplinary

legal scholarship that has regard to economics andpolitical studies. The CLR publishes twoissuesa year.

2. For more information about the CLR,visit www.cambridgelawreview.org.

3. Applications are now being considered for the following positions:

Editor-in-Chief

Vice Editors-in-Chief

Managing Editor

4, The Editor-in-Chiefis responsible for all aspects of the CLR andits subsidiary undergraduate

journal, De Lege Ferenda. Administratively, this includes, butis not limited to: calling for submissions;

managing the Editorial Board and the blind review process; maintaining the CLR’s website; running

events as well as a lecture series; publicity; corresponding with the Honorary Board; and the publication

of the Review. The Vice Editors-in-Chief support the EIC in their role. Substantively, the EIC and

VEICs are required to assess submissions shortlisted following the blind review, and determine the

articles most suitable for publication. As submissions often deal with fairly niche points oflaw, Editors

are expected to be academically capable; to be able to assess complex legal arguments in areas of law

with which they may not be familiar; and to be adept at engaging their Editorial Board in discussions

during the review process.

5. The Managing Editor’s role is less broadly administrative andis largely substantive. The ME

has the focused job of overseeing the substantive review of submissions, as well as the substantive and

technical editing of the articles selected for publication in both Issues 1 (spring 2020) and 2 (autumn

2020) of Volume V.

6. Applications may be submitted here: www.cambridgelawreview.org/managingboardapplication.

Applicants are required to provide a short write-up andtheir CV.
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